


Virtual Patient Based Learning Model Design Features 

Lectura Design Features Design Strategy 

df1-interest ...................................  Environment setting. Begins with a photo animation to visually introduce lesson topics with emphasis on displaying real clinical encounters. 

df2-relevance ...............................  Relate to real-world. Presents cultural objectives for each lesson with an emphasis on connecting to application in a culturally competent 
clinical healthcare practice. 

df3-modeling ................................  Model achievement. Models proficient real-world clinical encounters between a clinician and Spanish speaking patient based on the cultural 
and communication objectives. Students practice the dialog presented in the video with the virtual patient system. 

df4-goals ..........................................  Link goals to tasks and achievements. Defines connected goals and completion criteria throughout the lesson in order of progressing 
difficulty. 

Cultura Design Features Design Strategy 

df5-culture ........................................  Relate to culture objective first before language. Placed first in the hierarchy of learning materials to emphasize the more relatable task of 
cultural competency before the more difficult task of language learning. 

df6-reflection ....................................  Reflect personal experiences. Connects students’ interests and experiences with the lesson’s cultural competency objective. Students are 
placed into interdisciplinary teams and tasked to answer provocative questions that challenge their current assumptions of existing cultural 
understanding, then reflect how a cultural practice could be applied in their personal healthcare field. 

df7-project ........................................  Collaborative problem-solving. Presents opportunities for students to collaboratively research and present topics in Latino American history, 
alternative healthcare systems, and problem-based case studies. 

Práctica Design Features Design Strategy 

df8-visual .......................................... Virtual patient system design. Visually thematic setting designed to relax with warm colors, animated waves during inactivity, and visually 
responsive virtual patient character. 

df9-grammar .................................... Relate to English grammar. Grammar topics in Spanish are introduced by comparison to the same grammar topics in English to relate to 
existing experiences. 

df10-control ......................................  Individualize learning controls. Practice activities are personalized with the student’s name and pre-assessed difficulty levels. Further 
personalization is available to control which phrases to practice, the slowing of the virtual patient voice, and control over randomization of 
phrases or removal of English speaking prompts. 

df11-listening ................................... Listening based skills tasks. Animated virtual patient character and speech-synthesis system that audially pronounces words and phrases to 
model what is expected and responds to the student’s voice prompts with important information about a condition the patient may have. 

df12-speaking .................................. Speaking based skills tasks. Speech recognition system features to self-evaluate successes or failures through practice by visually and 
audially comparing what was spoken to what is expected with opportunities to improve. The phrase analysis algorithm displays missed words 
along with a three-star rating to help build confidence prior to student-to-student dialog practice opportunities. 

df13-writing ...................................... Writing based skill tasks. The default virtual patient dialog script can be edited, saved, and loaded at later times so that questions and patient 
responses can more reflect the student’s medical discipline and clinical practices. 

Revisión Design Features Design Strategy 

df14-setting ......................................  Establish visual setting. Practice activity thematically set in an office environment from the point of view of the clinician entering a room and 
sitting down at a table to talk the patient. 

df15-practice ....................................  Comprehensive skill practice. Student-to-virtual-patient practice opportunities with emphasis on phrase timing and fluidity to model realistic 
communication prior to final recorded skill demonstration. 

df16-demonstrate .............................  Final skill demonstration and feedback. Demonstrable listening and speaking skills after additional practice and when the student feels 
comfortable and confident. Ability to review student recordings, provide specific recorded feedback at specific time markers, and then exchange 
follow-up comments. 

 


